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Dear Colleagues and Friends: 

On behalf  of  Charleston County, I take great pride in presenting our 2021 Economic Development Annual Report. 
Amid the persistence of  the pandemic, our community pushed ahead on the recovery, and demonstrated another 
year of  resiliency and grit. Our department showed renewed commitment to our mission resulting in historic 
accomplishments as outlined in this report. 

The challenges of  2020 continued into 2021, and as the pandemic lingered, workforce and economic stability were tested. 
We rolled up our sleeves and engaged deeper with our existing industry to uncover workforce solutions. Our partnerships 
with workforce development allies were strengthened as we continued to connect companies with valuable workforce 
tools, including the three Centers of  Advanced Studies operated by Charleston County School District. In addition, 
we launched a job search board on our CharlestonCountyDevelopment.org website, promoting opportunities with our 
existing industries. Desiring an engagement beyond website clicks, we partnered with the Charleston County Public 
Library system to meet with citizens and promote jobs and training opportunities available based on their skill sets. These 
community table interactions at the library started in late 2021, and we look forward to continuing them in 2022. 

The most notable highlight is the continued diversification of  our business ecosystem. An astonishing 21 companies 
announced new operations or expansions within Charleston County. We leveraged projects across the economic 
spectrum: from our major industry clusters, to homegrown companies, to a new airline. 
Collectively, these announcements generated 3,227 jobs, the second-highest job total 
since the department was founded in 1993! 

We enter this next year inspired and determined to work hard as we lead the 
advancement of  economic growth and shared prosperity across Charleston County. 
We share our deepest appreciation to the Charleston community, Charleston County 
Council, our existing companies, and economic development allies for their continued 
support of  our mission. Despite the ongoing challenges, we look forward to another 
successful year in 2022! 

J. Steven Dykes
Executive Director
Charleston County Economic Development
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“This is an exciting milestone for Elbit America, building on decades of investment and growth 
in the U.S. defense market. We selected South Carolina due to its strong support for economic 
development, the availability of skilled workforce and the existence of a robust supply chain.” 

– Elbit Systems of America President & CEO Raanan Horowitz
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New Jobs Capital Investment

2019 2020 2021 2019 2020 2021

3,227

$165M
$186.3M

$65.7M
1,1081,017

$49.1M
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
SUMMARY

Payroll Increase Local Company 
Expansions

Corporate Attraction 
Announcements

21 in ’21

2019 2020 2021 2019 2020 2021 2019 2020 2021



Ray-Mont Logistics 
Fully integrated logistics company

Omatic Software 
Data integrating company

T-Mobile US, Inc.
Wireless network carrier

Mercedes-Benz Vans 
Part of the global Mercedes-Benz Vans 
production network

M.C. Dean, Inc.
A global cyber-physical systems 
integration and engineering company

Bourne Group
Industry leader in the manufacturing and 
installation of marine signage

Breeze Airways
Low-cost airline service

Charleston Coffee  
Roasters, Inc.
Craft coffee roasting company

Cummins Turbo Technologies
Business segment of global power leader 
Cummins Inc.

Your Crawlspace, Inc.
Patented crawlspace encapsulation 
manufacturing and distribution company 

Grey Ghost Bakery
Made-from-scratch cookie baking 
company

TELUS International
Customer service innovator that designs, 
builds and delivers digital solutions for 
global brands

The Home Depot
World leading home improvement 
retailer

Argents Air Express, Ltd.
Full-service logistics solutions company 

Elbit Systems of America, LLC
Leading provider of high-performance 
products and system solutions

charlestoncountydevelopment.org6

2021 ANNOUNCEMENTS

Beyond Distilling Company.
Photo/City of North Charleston
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Aerospace ManufacturingLogisticsLife Sciences TechFood/Beverage 
Manufacturing

“The Charleston community and its infrastructure 

have made it possible for Omatic and the tech 

industry to flourish through its business-friendly 

policies and collaboration. I have grown to 

appreciate the unique combination of industry 

and culture that Charleston has to offer – that 

unique combination I expect will continue to serve 

Omatic and the tech industry well, drawing more 

talent to the region.” 

– Omatic Software CEO Dan Kim

“We are very proud to announce this exciting 

milestone for the company. Not only will this 

new production facility allow us to expand 

our operations to keep up with growing 

demand, it will allocate newly renovated food 

production space for other food businesses and is 

an opportunity to give back to a community that 

has been so supportive of Cannonborough Sodas. 

The generosity of Charleston area businesses to 

share their space, knowledge and experience with 

us over the last nine years has made a big impact 

on the company. To be able to pay that forward 

to the next generation of food entrepreneurs in 

Charleston is something we’re very excited about.” 

– Cannonborough Beverage Company  
Co-Founders Mick Matricciano and Matt Fendley

Barzan Aeronautical, LLC
Aerial intelligence, surveillance, and 
reconnaissance (ISR) systems company

Cannonborough Beverage 
Company
Craft soda company

Evolt 
Digital body composition analytic 
company

Beyond Distilling Company
Craft spirit and distilling company

Belimed Life Science, Inc.
Leading supplier of steam sterilizers and 
parts washer

Ability Tri-Modal
Third-generation distribution and 
transportation provider 

Belimed Life Science, Inc.
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BOOMING INDUSTRIES OF 2021
The business climate of 2021 ignited a few standout industries that experienced growth as well as tremendous pressure to deliver. 

Logistics & Distribution
Dedicated logistics professionals reinforced the supply 
chain for our region’s OEMs by keeping shelves 
stocked with critical items, delivering through the 
e-commerce boom of  the past year, and distributing 
necessary vaccines with accuracy and speed. SC 
Ports was well positioned to meet the needs of  the 
increased demand on our supply chain over the past 
18 months. E-commerce fulfillment volume continues 
to reshape the logistics landscape with little signs 
of  slowing. Industrial supply chain augmentation 
continues to stay ahead of  future interruptions. Major 
capital investment is underway for many Third-Party 
Logistics providers located in Charleston County 
as additional space and machinery is needed for 
processing increased volumes. 

High Tech & IT 
In stride with industry growth, the Charleston Tech Center came online in 2021 as 
the newest addition to Charleston’s skyline and home to an abundance of  growing 
tech companies. High-tech firms have led the pack on reimagining the future of  office 
space and workflow while the modern, flexible design of  the Charleston Tech Center 
is positioned to accommodate homegrown and inbound tech companies landing in 
Charleston. As more tech firms call Charleston home, opportunities for tech talent and 
our knowledge economy continue to flourish.

Photo/Walter Lagarenne, SC Ports

Charleston Tech Center
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Photo/Breeze Airways

Life Sciences & Biotech
Built on innovation, life science and 
bioscience industries have experienced 
significant attention for their agility in 
shifting to supply protection, testing, or 
vaccine related support in the wake of  
the pandemic. Located in Charleston’s 
“Discovery District,” and a hub for 
innovation, WestEdge has quickly 
become a catalyst for progress in the life 
sciences industry.

Advanced Manufacturing 
Over the past 15 years, advanced manufacturing has become a major part of  
Charleston County’s industry grid. In March 2021, the industry grid received an 
electric jolt when Mercedes-Benz Vans announced that its North Charleston plant 
would be one of  three sites in the world and the only place in the U.S. that will build 
the next generation eSprinter van. The announcement represents an additional 
$59 million in capital investment in Charleston County and further demonstrates 
Charleston’s capacity and willingness to support the next wave of  growth in advanced 
manufacturing. MBV proclaimed that “The future of  mobility is electric in the 
transport sector” and overwhelming proof  can be found in the Lowcountry as 
OEMs both in Charleston County and in the region announced notable expansions 
to support the transition towards electric vehicles. Charleston will continue to play 
a significant role in the electrification of  vehicles story as the region’s advanced 
manufacturing OEMs implement their EV strategies.   

Air Service
Charleston’s story of  continued resilience throughout the pandemic is seen in 
recent changes in air service at the Charleston International Airport (CHS). In 
one of  the most challenging times faced by the air service industry, Charleston 
saw promising developments on the home front. The Charleston region became 
more accessible as multiple nonstop routes were added to the flight roster in 
2021. A notable addition, Breeze Airways, one of  America’s newest airlines 
announced plans to offer nonstop flights between Charleston and 11 U.S. cities. 
Seven of  the cities served represent new markets for CHS and increased access 
to the Charleston market for both leisure and business travelers. This new access 
to Charleston is not only characterized by supplying a physical connection, 
but also by connecting Charleston to “underserved mid-sized cities” and at 
“affordable fares.” CHS received Breeze’s inaugural flight in May 2021.  

Air passenger volume in 2021 reached pre-pandemic levels starting in the 
late spring/summer with some months outpacing volumes witnessed in 2019. 
CHS continues to prepare for increased opportunity as it looks to enhance 
current capacity. 

Vikor Scientific 
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BUSINESS CONCIERGE PROGRAM

Jennifer D. Brown
jdbrown@charlestoncounty.org

Jay M. Kramer
jmkramer@charlestoncounty.org

Contact our 
Business 
Concierge Team

Workforce Development 2.0
With unemployment (post COVID-19 onset) nearing an  
all-time low, we took a comprehensive approach to workforce 
development in 2021. Innovative and grass-roots workforce 
development initiatives helped connect existing industries with 
the talent they needed.

• Focused on promoting work-based learning partnerships 
and talent pipeline development for high-demand high-
wage career tracks with existing industries and the new 
Centers for Advanced Studies.

• Participated in curriculum development with the technical 
college system and life sciences industry.

• Co-hosted our annual STEMersion event, connecting 
educators to industry for STEM curriculum development 
relevant to today’s workplace.

• Promoted both youth and adult apprenticeships and 
credentialling programs such as ManuFirstSC.

• Promoted and hosted job fairs and hiring events across 
Charleston County to promote opportunities at employers 
of  choice.

Support at Every  
Corner of the County
With the great reopening came a greater interest to connect 
with industries at every corner of  Charleston County. North 
Charleston, Charleston, and Mount Pleasant have long been 
centers of  commerce and we continued to see business growth 
in these areas. We expanded our outreach to rural areas and 
reconnected with a manufacturer in Lincolnville, assisted 
business expansions in Awendaw, and celebrated a headquarters 
move and a Carolopolis award on Yonges Island.  

Our Business Concierge Team looks forward to serving 
industries across Charleston County as the one-stop-shop for 
any questions or business expansion assistance. 

Our Business Concierge team works seamlessly with all our allies to provide resources and tools so that 

each company can reach its full potential. We are here to assist with workforce development, creating 

solutions, making key connections, and facilitating expansion opportunities. In 2021, we were heavily 

engaged with our existing industry and assisted 11 companies with their expansion plans.  

For job opportunities, 
visit https://bit.ly/CCEDCareers
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Ability Tri-Modal Groundbreaking 

Calavera
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Small (1-100 employees) 

From humble beginnings, Lowell D. Grosse the Owner 
and President of  Charleston Coffee Roasters started 
his journey in 2005.  His endeavor was and is to deliver 
the world’s finest coffees.  His sweat equity and pursuit 
of  the highest quality green coffee beans has paid off as 
customer acceptance has been validated and confirmed 
through double digit growth.

Along with Charleston Coffee Roasters promise for great coffees, the company pledges 
to help the planet by enthusiastically supporting sustainable farming practices. Locally, 
Charleston Coffee Roasters partners with the South Carolina Sea Turtle Rescue 
program and many worthy regional charities and schools. In 2021, Charleston Coffee 
Roasters signed a multi-year agreement with the SC Aquarium to demonstrate an 
ongoing commitment to Sea Turtles.  An employee of  Charleston Coffee Roasters rode 
his bicycle 100 miles through the barrier island around Charleston and raised more 
than $4,000 for the SC Aquarium Sea Turtle Foundation. Also, in 2021, Charleston 
Coffee Roasters partnered with the Charleston County Disabilities Board to hire two 
individuals to help with box assembly.

Charleston Coffee Roasters culture is about making that great cup of  coffee but 
more than that it is about sharing success within our community.  Charleston Coffee 
Roasters is expecting 40% growth in 2022 and currently have 24 full-time and part-
time employees.

charlestoncoffeeroasters.com 

INDUSTRY IMPACT AWARD
The positive impacts our existing industry has on our community is to be recognized. We made a call for nominations highlighting 2021 

accomplishments to include capital investment, job creation, community engagement, innovation, human resource support, sales growth, 

and environmental stewardship. Winners were recognized at the Charleston County Economic Development Industry Appreciation 

Luncheon on Wednesday, February 2, 2022. Congratulations to the three companies chosen in their respective category. 

Medium (101-300 employees) 

Located in rural Charleston County, Stevens 
Towing Company, celebrated an exceptional 
breadth of  accomplishment in 2021. Stevens 
Towing maintained their position as the largest 
dry bulk hauler in the South Atlantic region, 
in support of  major manufacturing clients like 
Nucor Steel and Evonik, all while shipping 
specialized project cargoes throughout North 
America, including the Gulf  of  Mexico, the West Coast and the Great Lakes for 
customers ranging from Blue Origin to the U. S. Navy and the U. S. Coast Guard.

Stevens Towing continues to invest in their future, by completing major steps in their 
shipyard expansion, resulting in 300% growth in revenue since 2016, and expanding 
and modernizing their fleet of  tugboats, barges, and specialty marine equipment. 
Increasing capacity in the North Yard area is in progress with a goal of  a zero-
emissions facility. In addition, Stevens Towing Company earned a Carolopolis Award 
for their historic renovation of  the Yonges Island Post Office. Stevens Towing is also 
invested in the community and created a Shipyard Welding Program for local high 
school students and recent graduates. Since 2017, 23 students have completed the 
program lead by former Stevens Towing employee of  30 years, William Holmes. 

stevens-towing.com
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Charles River Laboratories provides products and services to help expedite the 
discovery, early-stage development and safe manufacture of  novel drugs and 
therapeutics. Globally, over 55% of  all injectable pharmaceuticals or implantable 
devices that encounter blood – including the COVID-19 vaccine – are tested by the 
Limulus amebocyte lysate (LAL) produced in Charleston, South Carolina. 

The company’s activities and the work of  the South Carolinians that are employed 
ensure that the state maintains its critical position in the global biopharmaceutical 
supply chain. The Charleston facility employees over 300 and is in the process of  
building a new administrative building in West Ashley creating 100 new jobs. In 
addition, Charles River spent $6M with local South Carolina vendors and suppliers.

Charles River is actively engaged in the community supporting several organizations 
like the Lowcountry Food Bank, One80 Place, International African American 
Museum, Ronald McDonald House and Rise Against Hunger.

Over the past 25 years, Charles River has worked tirelessly to protect and preserve the 
horseshoe crab population in South Carolina’s waterways. Working with the South 
Carolina Department of  Natural Resources, Charles River supported legislation to 
manage and regulate horseshoe crab fisheries and prohibit their use as bait for the eel 
and whelk industries. Since these regulations have been in place, the horseshoe crab 
population in South Carolina has flourished. In fact, the 2019 Atlantic States Marine 
Fisheries Commission Horseshoe Crab Benchmark Stock Assessment and Peer Review 
Report noted the population in the southeast is stable and in good standing.

Charles River’s conservation efforts, legislative support, and education campaigns have 
not only helped the population of  the horseshoe crabs in South Carolina and along 
the East coast, but they’ve also contributed to a healthy ecosystem for other wildlife. 
The company has been meeting with and listening to key stakeholders and working to 
balance the interests of  human patients around the world and local wildlife.

criver.com

Large (301 and greater employees)
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AMBASSADOR 

Scott Blackwell and Ann Marshall 
Founders and Co-Owners 
High Wire Distilling Co. 

As co-owners of  High Wire Distilling in Charleston, Scott Blackwell and Ann 
Marshall, are quite the dynamic duo. 

High Wire was born of  a desire to introduce small batch, handmade, craft spirits 
to South Carolina. Ann’s agricultural background and connections throughout the 
state have positioned High Wire to source raw materials from local farmers. This 
commitment to sourcing local ingredients is evidenced in their Jimmy Red Project, 
helping revitalize back the heritage corn.

Tackling the Micro-Distillery Parity Act was no small feat earlier this year for the SC 
Craft Distillers Guild helmed by Scott. Today, more than 30 permitted distilleries 
across South Carolina are treated similarly as breweries and wineries.  Of  note, this 
means more regular hours of  operation and more fulltime employment for workers. 
This is a huge win as distilleries were down 90% revenue during the COVID-19 
pandemic. 

Scott and Ann work tirelessly at connecting fellow distillers, chefs, and culinary 
counterparts across the state. They are renowned at offering a helping hand to startup 
distilleries, the food and beverage industry, and encouraging the sourcing of  local 
ingredients across South Carolina. SC Made is a proud stamp on their product and as 
High Wire Distilling grows, Charleston County Economic Development is proud to 
have Scott Blackwell and Ann Marshall right in our backyard.
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South Carolina Lt. Governor 
Pamela Evette visit to High 

Wire Distilling Co. 



2021 PGA Championship,
Kiawah Island Golf Resort 
Photo credit: Leslie McKellar, PGA of America 
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Steve Dykes, SCCED, AICP
Executive Director

Ashley Richardson
Director of Strategy & 
Communications

Jennifer Brown
Director of Business 
Development

Reggie Fuller
Director of Finance & 
Technology

Kedyky Sherrill
Director of Business 
Intelligence 

Jay Kramer
Existing Industry  
Specialist

Janel Spencer
Executive Assistant 

CCED
TEAM
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CCED ECOSYSTEM
Economic Development is a team sport and we celebrate our accomplishments with our many partners.

Designed and published by Visual Infonomics Group, a division of SC Biz News, publishers of the Charleston Regional Business Journal.

         EDUCATION
Charleston County School District
Charleston Southern University
Clemson University
College of Charleston
Lowcountry Graduate Center
The Citadel
Tri-County Cradle to Career
Trident Technical College
University of South Carolina

        GOVERNMENT & ED ALLIES
Berkeley Charleston Dorchester  
Council of Governments
Charleston Area Convention  
& Visitors Bureau
Charleston County Aviation Authority
Charleston County Government
Charleston County Public Library
Charleston Metro Chamber of Commerce
Charleston Regional Development Alliance
Palmetto Railways
Small Business Development Center
South Carolina Department of Commerce
South Carolina Department of Revenue
South Carolina Ports Authority

          MUNICIPALITIES
Awendaw
Charleston
Folly Beach
Hollywood
Isle of Palms
James Island
Kiawah Island
Lincolnville
McClellanville
Meggett
Mount Pleasant
North Charleston
Ravenel 
Rockville
Seabrook Island
Sullivan’s Island

           INDUSTRY SECTOR ALLIES
Charleston Digital Corridor
Charleston Defense Contractors Association
DIG SOUTH
Harbor Entrepreneur Center
Lowcountry Local First
SC BIO

South Carolina Council on Competitiveness
South Carolina Manufacturers Alliance
South Carolina Manufacturing Extension 
Partnership
South Carolina Research Authority

        UTILITIES
AT&T
Berkeley Electric Cooperative
Dominion Energy
Home Telecom
SC Power Team

            WORKFORCE 
Apprenticeship Carolina
CCSD Career & Technology Education 
readySC
SC Works
South Carolina Department  
of Employment & Workforce
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